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To discuss the relationship between image and
space, it is necessary to clarify what we mean by
“image” and how image is demonstrated. According
to the Oxford dictionary, it is clear that “image” is a
visible impression that can be presented through
various media and is connected to realistic objects
as well as their imaginary projections.1 In the archi-
tectural ﬁeld, the studies of image are related to
space and the spatial contents, i. e., events, users
and environmental factors which exist and act in
architecture.  Apparently, image and space are
interrelated with each other, in that image may
represent spatial construction on the one hand and
space can be transferred or reconstructed through
image on the other. This connection between image
and space has been explored intensely since many
sorts of representational media are developed in
architectural practices and theoretical studies such
as perspective section and installations.2 Moreover,
in terms of spatial communication, within architec-
tural drawing, perspective, for example, has been
considered not only as the projection of spatial
construction but also as the medium for conveying
narratives. Nevertheless, because of the subjectivity
of spatial imagination in diverse representational
media, there might be a potential disconnection
between image and space in terms of the spatialisa-
tion in image media, and for the reconstruction of
the narrative in architecture. In other words, the
spatial transformation from visual spaces in images
on the one hand could contribute to the creativity
of architectural narrative, and on the other might
suggest ‘a space of splitting’ between imaginary
space and real spatial construction. Thus, it can be
asked whether this ambivalence enriches the narra-
tive in architecture or obscures the construction of
allegorical spaces. Therefore, in terms of the con-
struction of architectural narrative, this paper sug-
gests that there may be an unavoidable disjunction
between image and space, through which the am-
biguity of design thinking can be discussed.  
Starting from the historical discussion of Re-
naissance perspective to moving perspective propo-
sed by Jan Vredeman de Vries, as well as the multi-
ple perspectives imbedded in Chinese landscape
paintings, this paper intends to discuss the limit
and potential of representing complex events in
spaces through these drawings. In this context, it is
essential to explore what devices can be applied to
the expression of the mechanism of narrative se-
quences and the spatial complexity in images, with
which the gap between image and space can be
traversed and the manipulation of architectural nar-
rative may further be developed.
Additionally, it is obvious that the study of
image and space cannot go beyond the relation to
the mimesis of reality and the representation of
imaginary impressions. In this respect, the represen-
tation of the imaginary spaces in image media im-
plies an act of mimesis, which expresses the resem-
blance to visual space, or it is as Paul Ricœur pro-
poses that “…mimesis2 draws its intelligibility from
its faculty of mediation, which is … transﬁguring
the one side into the other through its power of
conﬁguration“.3 Accordingly, this paper will eventu-
ally discuss the tension between identity and diffe-
rence in this transference process with the case
study of The Manhattan Transcripts by Bernard
Tschumi, so as to reappraise the methodology utili-
sed in Tschumi’s project.
Image media and representational space 
Image media in architecture were in fact created
because of a request for “a fully objective equiva-
lent of a ‘natural vision’“ and realistic effects; for
instance, Renaissance perspective and later deve-
lopments such as photography and stereoscope are
considered as approaches to verisimilitude in the
representation of the physical world.4 These repre-
sentational means try to achieve a literal recon-
struction of optical experience.5 Thus, with respect
to the study of the relationship between image and
space, ﬁrstly it is necessary to discuss linear per-
spective in the ﬁfteenth century because it reﬂects
the reconstruction of visual spaces, as well as the
symbolic meaning of imaginary space that it repro-
duced.6 Secondly, as this paper focuses on images
relating to spatial narratives, the drawings and
image media, i. e., dynamic perspective, Chinese
landscape painting and moving image, which are
related to dynamic architectural events, will be dis-
cussed. 
In terms of devising pictorial space, perspective
drawing might be originally applied to the con-
veyance of religious narratives and the sovereign
power of ancient kingdoms.7 As in Pérez-Gómez’s
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words perspective is “… a pregnant inﬁnity, full of
symbolic connotations, which established a hierar-
chy with reference to the temporal power of the
king or the spiritual power of the church“.8 Al-
though Pérez-Gómez mentions this concept for
cases in the seventeenth century, it is also evident
that perspective synthesizes the power of geometry
and the meaning of symbolic reality during earlier
periods. In effect, once losing its immanent symbo-
lic sense, linear perspective is presented as the pro-
jection of convergent lines from the observer or
painter and should be read from a certain view-
point.9 Thus, in considering that perspective is a
means for delivering narratives and events in archi-
tecture, the existence of the vanishing point plays
an important role in visual perception as well as
pictorial composition. Though the painter could
have various ways of structuring spatial scenes, the
presentation and interpretation of narrative images
through perspective might not be ﬂexible.  
Following the above discussion, it is signiﬁcant
to refer to the ‘moving perspective’ (ﬁg. 1) by Jan
Vredeman de Vries. In Vredeman de Vries’s per-
spective, as Giuliana Bruno says: “Nothing is static:
all is caught in motion, moving in and out, up and
down, and around; and it is about to change again.
This perspectival space embodies the shifting narra-
tive of inhabitation.“10 It is explicit that this dra-
wing suggests movable and various viewpoints
situated along the visual horizon. With the ﬂexible
openness on the walls of the interior, the observer
not only can see through the boundary of the
space, but also can perceive a dynamic spatial nar-
rative as well as the potential of a spatially unfol-
ding device equipped with multiple-hinges. From
the manifold locations of vanishing points on the
horizon, this    drawing implies the temporality of a
narrative and suggests the original mechanism of
moving images.
In contrast to the perspective drawing that is
characterized by one visual horizon, Chinese lands-
cape painting possesses multiple viewpoints. With
regard to pictorial composition, the spatial aesthe-
tic of Chinese painting (ﬁg. 2) and (ﬁg. 3) is entirely
different from perspectival drawing.  Additionally,
the emptiness between each group of mountains
and the presentation of non-realistic space enrich
the poetic imagination and spatial complexity.
Moreover, in (ﬁg. 3) the emptiness of the painting
allows the painter or the owner or both to write
down their ideas about the painting and to put a
stamp on it. The painting is not a literal reproduc-
tion of realistic landscape, but is an expression of
the artist’s thoughts and experience. Li Xiaodong
thus states:
“The creation of a painting adopts the limits of
brush and ink to express the limitless imagination;
it invites the viewer to make their own associations
and relive the feeling that the artist attempted to
capture at the moment of creation.“11
The limitless imagination in Chinese painting is
not only generated by the utilisation of brushwork,
but also created by the manner of “shifting per-
spective”. Mountains, trees, and other natural
objects are represented by brushwork which is per-
formed by the free ink drawn on the permeable
materiality of silk or Chinese paper. In respect of
representing the inspiration from nature, the “shif-
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Fig. 1: Jan Vredeman de Vries’s moving perspective, 1604–05
Fig. 2: Pilgrims and travelers in a landscape, painted in the
boneless style; detail of a wall painting in Cave 217 (P70), at
Dunhuang, Gansu; Tang Dynasty, eighth century
ting perspective” “opens out a fresh view at every
turn of the path“12 in a journey where the viewer
unrolls the scroll to appreciate or experience the
vista of a painting. It is clear that the pictorial for-
mation in Chinese painting does not conform to the
rule of perspective. “Rather, space or objects in
painting are fragments of reality, and the place-
ments and management of them are determined by
the emotions and inspirations of the artist“.13
Moreover, the above paintings suggest a dynamic
route of perceiving the images and spaces, by
which viewers can grasp them randomly and simul-
taneously.  Because of its unscientiﬁc composition,
Chinese landscape painting can be regarded as a
representation of imaginary spaces portrayed by
animated landscape narratives and multiple view-
points. 
From the above discussion, it can be discovered
that mobile and temporal propositions in spatial
narratives have been explored in Vredeman de
Vries’s drawing and Chinese landscape painting. To
delve into the complexity of architectural events
and spatial narratives, it is necessary to introduce
the ﬁlmic medium. Advocating architectural repre-
sentation beyond perspectivism, Alberto Pérez-
Gómez and Louise Pelletier argue that “the shadow
of cinematographic projection re-embodied motion
and retrieved tactile space from the perspective
frame.“14 With regard to cinematographic montage,
it has also been stated that ﬁlm presents the poten-
tial of transcending the limitation of “enframed visi-
on through the juxtaposition of different reali-
ties.“15 Being a channel for juxtaposing multiple
images, “the projection of cinematographic monta-
ge is analogous to the experience of an embodied,
subjective spatiality“16, along with the potential for
reconstructing multiple imaginary spaces. Indeed,
the cinematographic device is an inclusive medium
for representing sensational experience and archi-
tectural events.
The transformation from images to spatial
narrative 
The above sections have discussed the representati-
on of images (moving images) and architectural dra-
wings, in which narratives of imaginary spaces are
conveyed by the mimesis of spatial contents as well
as by their semantic meanings. In investigating how
images beneﬁt the narrative of architectural spaces,
it is necessary to explore further the process of
transformation from images to spatial conﬁguration,
so as to establish the method of constructing archi-
tectural narrative.  Hence, this transformation stage
plays the role of interconnection between the re-
presentational medium and the spatial construction
of architectural narrative. With respect to the me-
diation between narrative and time, Ricœur propo-
ses threefold mimesis, which he named mimesis1,
mimesis2, and mimesis3. He further suggests that
mimesis2 acts as a mediator between the two ope-
rations, i.e. mimesis1 and mimesis3. Through its
faculty of mediation, mimesis2 conducts readers
from “the one side of the text to the other“ and
transﬁgures “the one side into the other through its
power of conﬁguration.“17 In other words, this
mediating function is a process of conﬁguration
that “transforms the succession of events into one
meaningful whole which is the correlate of the act
of assembling the events together and which makes
the story followable“.18 In regard to the meaning of
mimesis1, Ricœur proposes that “[t]o imitate or
represent action is ﬁrst to preunderstand what
human acting is, in its semantics, its symbolic
system, its temporality“, and on this preunderstan-
ding, “… emplotment is constructed and, with it,
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Fig. 3: Ni Zan (1306?–74), The Rongxi Studio. Hanging scroll;
Ink on paper. Ht. 73.3 cm; Yuan Dynasty, dated equivalent to
1372; National Palace Museum, Taipei
textual and literary mimetics.“19 In this regard, the
transition from mimesis1 to mimesis2 is “the work
of the conﬁgurating activity“, which does not only
transform actions or events into a story, but also
constitute one temporal whole by the mediation of
a plot.20 Furthermore, Ricœur states that mimesis3
marks “the intersection of the world of the text and
the world of the hearer or reader“21; this intersec-
tion unfolds the speciﬁc temporality of real action,
as well as revealing the potential of bringing ima-
ginary narratives into reality. Accordingly, the trans-
formation from images to the conﬁguration of spa-
tial narrative can be regarded as the operation of
mimesis2, which may further transﬁgure imaginary
narrative into the construction of spatial narrative
in reality. On that account, it can be suggested that
the plot of a narrative and the spatialisation of rela-
ted images, as well as the mapping of the activities
of events, will contribute to the construction of
spatial narrative.  
In addition to the setting of a plot, it is impor-
tant to clarify how narrative images can be spatiali-
sed and what devices can be applied to mapping
the activities of events, so as to conﬁgure the con-
tents of spatial narratives. Firstly, it is clear that the
plot of a narrative includes the structure of narrati-
ve contents and its temporal characteristics. In
Ricœur’s words, the setting of a plot is an act of
emplotment. He states that “the act of emplotment
has a similar function inasmuch as it extracts a
conﬁguration from a succession.“22 Obviously, the
emplotment locates the contents of a narrative
along the line of a story and characterizes the com-
ponents spatially and temporally. Secondly, in terms
of the images of narrative components, the repre-
sentation of imaginary spaces, images of narrative
venue and the mapping of the movement of
actors/actresses in events are included. The spatiali-
sation of narrative images can be executed by
abstracting spatial elements, frameworks, spatial
layers and further, material characteristics. In fact,
this paper will concentrate on the relationship bet-
ween the manipulation of the represented images
of narrative components and their spatial recon-
struction.  Accordingly, it is essential to consider
the composition of Chinese landscape painting and
cinematographic montage as appropriate devices
because of their potential for composing spatial
complexity as well as subjective viewpoints. Thirdly,
in relation to the mapping of events in architecture,
Bernard Tschumi suggests that “if the reading of
architecture was to include the events that took
place in it, it would be necessary to devise modes
of notating such activities“.23 In this respect,
Tschumi applies movement notation to the map-
ping of actual movement of bodies in spaces, as
well as proposing cinematic devices to replace tra-
ditional architectural description, by which architec-
ture becomes “the discourse of events as much as
the discourse of spaces.“24 With regard to spatial
narrative, movement notations may also suggest
the mechanism of narration, with which the frag-
ments of a narrative event can be associated.
Finally, this paper will discuss The Manhattan
Transcripts by Bernard Tschumi and reconsider the
methodology employed in the construction of spa-
tial narratives.
The Manhattan Transcripts 
According to Tschumi, The Manhattan Transcripts
“propose to transcribe an architectural interpretati-
on of reality“ by abstracting objects, the move-
ments of bodies and fragments of events through
photographs, diagrams and maps. At the same
time, spaces are deﬁned through architectural dra-
wings, and the movements of various protagonists
in events are delineated by means of movement
notations.25 Thus, it is clear that images and archi-
tectural drawings are not only used to represent the
components of an event but also act as the sources
of architectural scripts. As outlined in The Tran-
scripts, there are “three disjoined levels of reality“
presented simultaneously, namely “the world of
objects, composed of buildings abstracted from
maps, plans, photographs; the world of move-
ments, which can be abstracted from choreography,
sport, or other movement diagrams; the world of
events, which is abstracted from news photo-
graphs“26 (ﬁg. 4). Through the programming of
events (such as The Park in mt 1 and The Street in
mt 2) and the setting of each related scenario, these
three levels become activated and interrelated with
each other (ﬁg. 5). It can be noted that the discour-
se discussed here is not only about “the complex
relationship between spaces and their use; … bet-
ween objects and events“27 but also about the
contradiction between the event program, which
can be deﬁned as an “imaginary reality”, and its
spatial representation. That is, as Tschumi says, that
“the photograph’s internal logic … acts as a meta-
phor for the architectural program, by referring to
events or to people“28; the proposed program is
different from architectural function. The imaginary
reality is characterized by the photographs, move-
ment notations of protagonists, together with the
representation of a physical site but soon becomes
a ﬁction because of the disjunction between narra-
tive programs and the transformation of represen-
ted spaces. Accordingly, it can be asked whether
the disjunction between represented images and
spatial construction in reality generates a new rela-
tionship between program and space, or is it the
disassociation between program and space that
creates a dynamic conception of architecture?
Apparently, Tschumi questions the relationship bet-
ween program and space through the dislocation of
architectural components of various narrative pro-
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Fig. 5: mt 2, The Street
Fig. 4: mt 1, The Park
grams, and through the reconﬁguration of the spati-
al fragments vertically and horizontally before the
dissolve at the end of mt 4 (ﬁg. 6) and (ﬁg. 7).
Furthermore, it can be noted that the dynamic rela-
tionship between program and space that is engen-
dered by the dissociation of photographic images,
together with the reconstruction of represented
spaces may contribute to the richness of spatial
narrative.
From mt 1 to mt 4, the issues of temporality and
cinematographic montage create the reciprocity and
confrontation among the “three levels of reality“,
through which the deﬁnition of architecture is evol-
ving and thereby the reader can construct his/her
subjective interpretation of imaginary reality.29 It is
evident that ﬂexibility in composing architectural
components and the association with various repre-
sentational media contribute to the multiplicity of
spatial narrative. From the viewpoint of design
methodology, The Transcripts proposes a tension
between identity and differences in the process of
transferring objects and events from one represen-
tational medium to another medium, so as to gene-
rate spatial creativity. The identities of visual resem-
blance between two media bring reality into the
process of transformation, while the differences
between spatial and material representation produ-
ce a gap within the process of forming the ima-
ginary reality of these narrative sequences. How-
ever, in considering the realistic movements execu-
ting by spatial users, the combination of photogra-
phic images with the protagonist’s movement nota-
tions is presented as visual experience rather than
actual spatial perception. In fact, narrative events
and the action of the protagonist can be regarded
as the contents of architectural narrative. In The
Transcripts, when the movement notations are
extruded into three-dimensional spatial forms, the
protagonists of events are transformed from subjec-
ts into objects. As a consequence, it can be sugge-
sted that this disconnection between image and
space renders the difference between the percepti-
on of realistic spatial experience and the visual
experience of these virtual spaces.
Conclusion
From the discussion about “image media and repre-
sentational space”, it has been revealed that the
more ﬂexible a representation medium is, the more
interpretations the reader can suggest. This under-
standing also reﬂects on the concept of metaphor
proposed by Paul Ricœur, namely “as a trope of
resemblance.“ Moreover, this resemblance ‘must be
understood as a tension between identity and diffe-
rence’ within the proceedings of semantic expressi-
on and understanding.30 Accordingly, the gap bet-
ween image and represented space, together with
the application of metaphor, will allow the reader
to engender rich imaginations in respect of reading
and understanding spatial narrative. In terms of the
representation from reality to image and the trans-
formation from images to the reconstruction of spa-
tial narrative, the disjunction between image and
space inevitably exists. In order to establish a me-
thodology of composing spatial narratives, the
movement between similarity and dissimilarity
could be employed in the design of narrative de-
vices, through which multiple meanings might be
generated. Furthermore, the injection of local iden-
tity and subjective interpretation into design pro-
cess can provide architectural narrative with creati-
ve potential and a diversity of design approaches.
According to the discussion of The Manhattan
Transcripts, Tschumi’s implicit statement is about
the disruption and deconstruction of a homogenous
cityscape. Although the imaginary reality becomes
inﬁnitely malleable through the superimposition of
diverse architectural elements and by the editing of
spatial sequences, a universal spatial language that
loses its connection to reality is created subse-
quently. 
It is obvious that The Manhattan Transcripts had
great inﬂuence on the project of the Parc de la
Villette, in which techniques such as cinematic fra-
ming, disjunction, and the juxtaposition of three
layers (points, lines and surfaces) etc. were employ-
ed. The intersection of diverse spaces and activities
in the Parc is activated by the involvement of the
user, whereas the visual representation of the
actor’s/actress’ movement in The Transcripts ﬁnally
plays a role similar to that of the architectural ele-
ments. Consequently, apart from identifying the
transformational sequences in The Manhattan
Transcripts as spatial performances, it can be con-
cluded that the representation of imaginary spaces
was seen as a playable spatial experience and mul-
tiple narratives. In actualizing these spatial compo-
sitions in reality, the layers of body movement
could avoid being completely dissolved and merged
into spatial forms. Moreover, in respect of the inter-
connection between The Transcripts and the Parc, I
might suggest that the application of materiality
and the transparency for the juxtaposition of the
three layers applied in both projects could be deve-
loped further, so as to enrich the heterogeneity and
vitality of spatial narratives and the potential events
occurring in reality.
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Fig. 6: mt 4, The Block
Fig. 7: mt 4, The Block
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